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A message
from the
President
Ron Cutsinger, President
of the Board of the Friends
of the Elsie Quirk Library

Welcome back to all our northern
Friends! We hope that you had as
wonderful a summer as we did. As you
can see, the renovation went well (was
finished on time!) and even came in a
little under budget. Kudos to our Library
Manager Jennifer Perry. She did an
excellent job of shepherding the project
through completion.
We love our new bookstore. We have
more room, more books, and a premier
location. During the Open House/
Dedication Ceremony we acknowledged
those who envisioned this many years
ago and then pursued it tirelessly. A
well deserved thanks to past presidents
Jack Landis and John Dubowik.
Without their efforts this would not
have happened.
Let’s also give special recognition to
our volunteer bookstore manager
Camille Thinnes. It was a long hot
summer packing books, working out of
a storage Pod and then organizing and
re-shelving books and more books. As
always, she did a terrific job. With our
new longer hours she needs volunteers
more than ever – see her if you are
willing to help out.
I also wanted to personally thank
Tom and Annette Dignam again. Their
generous gift allowed for furnishing the
bookstore with excellent quality shelves
and equipment. They were gracious
guests during the dedication.
A new bulletin board in the foyer
displays some of the good things the
Friends do and provide for Elsie Quirk.
I encourage you to pause for a moment
and take a look. Your contributions
and efforts are bringing about many
good things.
The Friends of Elsie Quirk have a
really great Board of Directors. This
summer proved that once again. There
is a wonderful spirit of service and generosity. As we bring the year to a close,
I want to extend a special invitation
for you to attend the Friends’ Annual
Meeting on Wednesday, December 15th
at 10 a.m. in the upstairs meeting
room. It’s your opportunity to get
plugged into an organization that is
making a difference in the Englewood
community.

•

Phone: 941-861-5000

•
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Grand Opening Celebration – Saturday October 23rd!

Kudos... and cake too!

After the official presentations,
Annette and Thomas Dignam celebrated
in the upstairs meeting room where a
beautifully decorated cake depicting
Elsie Quirk Library was served.

Six years ago, Friends’ President Jack Landis
suggested that the Friends should consider
developing an area in the library that would
allow the Friends to prominently display their
work and gifts. The area could also serve as
another meeting room. Vice President John
Dubowik and fellow Board Members thought
it was a great idea. John and Jack presented
the project proposal to the Sarasota County
Commissioners on December 5th, 2006.
Nobody on the Board at that time, however,
imagined that the plan would grow to become
an impressive renovation project. Over the
years, architects were consulted, meetings were
held, and, despite setbacks, problems were
solved. It’s amazing that the Elsie Quirk Library
Staff managed to keep the library up and running through the entire renovation process.
The Open House on Saturday, October 23rd,
gave current Board Members an opportunity to

Past Board member Barbara Cockrell
joined in the celebration with Thomas
Swepston and Beth Sarles who both serve
on the Sarasota County Library Advisory
Board.
thank all of the many past Boards, Sarasota
County Commissioners, Library Directors,
Donors, Elsie Quirk Library Volunteers, and the
Elsie Quirk Library Staff. The event showcased
our beautiful, modern library, and was, indeed,
an occasion to celebrate. Special guests included
County Commissioners Shannon Staub and
Nora Patterson. Sarasota County Library Director
Sarabeth Kalajian, and Thomas and Annette
Dignam who donated funding for bookstore
furnishings.
Harpist Betsy Wagner performed for guests
and library patrons in the downstairs area while
our own Angie Zerad provided lively piano entertainment in the upstairs meeting room. Refreshments included a huge cake, decorated to look
like our library. Board Members Beth Sarles,
Miriam Alba, and Pat Burkey helped serve.
Bookstore Manager, Camille Thinnes sold
More on page 2
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“Kudos and cake, too!” (continued from page 1)

FRIENDS OF
ELSIE QUIRK LIBRARY
BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
Ron Cutsinger, President
John Dubowik,Vice President and
Building Chairman
Mary Jane Williams, Past President

books for half price, during the Open House
event, resulting in sales of nearly $400.
Board President Ron Cutsinger had arranged
to donate this money toward the Teen
Reading Program in recognition of Elsie Quirk
Library Manager, Jennifer Perry. Gregory Hall,
Renovation Project Architect offered to match
the day’s proceeds, doubling the overall gift.

Nadine Smith, Treasurer
Miriam Rullan Alba, Secretary
Pat Burkey, Program Chairman
& Alliance Representative

Bookstore Volunteers Fran Consolazio,
Linda Ricke, and Marilyn Cobb assisted
Bookstore Manager Camille Thinnes (at
right) during the Open House celebration.
They raised nearly $400, selling books at
half price.

Christine Kourapis, Newsletter
Beth Sarles, Membership Chairman
and Sarasota Library Advisory Board
Representative
Hal Roberts, Fundraising
Ruth Jameson
Bill Lowe
Sanskriti “Sunny” Sharma,
Teen Representative

LIBRARY MANAGEMENT:
Jennifer Perry, Manager

At left: Angie Zerad took a break from
playing the piano to enjoy a slice of cake
with Board Members Miriam Alba and
Sunny Sharma at the reception following
the Open House Program.

FRIENDS BOOKSTORE:
Camille Thinnes, Manager
If you would like to share your
news with us, just call Chris at
475-6592 and we’ll do the rest.
Walter Wardell: Newsletter layout

We Still
Need Help!
Camille Thinnes, manager
of the bookstore wants to
emphasize that we still need
bookstore volunteers for
Thursday and Saturday afternoons. Contact her directly or
leave a message at the bookstore 861-1216. She’ll call you
back.

Vice President John Dubowik presented
Annette Dignam with a bouquet and
thanked her for her generous gift of
bookstore furnishings.

President Ron Cutsinger presented Elsie
Quirk Library Manager, Jennifer Perry, a
check for her pet project, the Teen Reading
program, during the Open House program.
All agreed that Jennifer Perry’s management skills allowed the entire renovation
process to run more smoothly and
efficiently.

Donations to the bookstore
can be made during regular
bookstore hours and brought
to the bookstore directly.
For “heavy” loads of books
call the bookstore for special
arrangements.

Library Hours:
Mon/Wed 10-8
Tue/Thur/Fri/Sat 10-5

Left to right: Sarasota Library Director
Sarabeth Kalajian, Sarasota County
Commissioner Shannon Staub, and Vice
President of the Friends, John Dubowik
praised the efforts of Library personnel
at the Open House.

Elsie Quirk Library Manager Jennifer Perry
accepted a check for $400 from Gregory
Hall, Renovation Project Architect. To their
left are: Electrical Engineers Joseph Clark
and Joseph Mascitto of Crawford Williams
Engineering. The donation matched Open
House book sale proceeds, and was donated
to the Elsie Quirk Library Teen Reading
Program.
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Puppets Teach Children Stories About Life

Puppetry and storytelling expert Katie
Adams’ Make Believe Theater once again
brought joy to children at Elsie Quirk Library.
After an introduction by Elsie Quirk Library
Youth Librarian Cris Walton, Katie Adams
introduced her puppet “performers” Aransi,
a spider, and his grandmother, “Granny
Spider”. Entitled, Aransi and the Tree of Life,
the three-act play originated in Ghana, Katie
explained.
In the first act Aransi wants to help pick
beans from the Tree of Life. His grandmother
makes him his favorite bean soup, but warns
him that it is too hot. Aransi does not think a
small taste would do any harm, but he is
wrong and burns his head when he attempts Children were treated to a special morning program as part of the Open
to hide the soup in his hat. That’s why spiHouse festivities on October 23rd. After her performance Katie Adams
ders do not have hair according to the tale.
explained how puppetry works behind the scenes.
A second story features a puppet rabbit and
his wife. They see that Aransi has a beautiful
ring that was given to him by the Tree of
Life. Aransi does not think that telling his
friend about where he received the ring
would do any harm, despite the fact that he
was told to keep it secret. The tree learns not
to trust people ever again.
A third story is about two puppet birds that
chatter happily on branches of the Tree of
Life and are great friends. Aransi is bothered
by their constant noise and causes them to
argue about the color of his two-sided hat.
After they argue and stop chattering, Aransi
feels remorse and attempts to bring them
together. He succeeds, and the birds once
again become friends.
After the performance Katie Adams, who
has a Fine Arts Degree in Theater, explained
how puppets are made from wooden boxes in
Africa. She showed the children her three
stunt doubles, one that does not move, and a Twenty-six children and their parents were entranced by Katie Adams'
tiny shadow puppet that she moves using an Make Believe Theater production in the Upstairs Meeting Room as part
of the Open House Celebration.
overhead projector.

Resources are available around the clock

Sarasota County Libraries are always striving to make library
resources available and accessible to everyone. Library cardholders can access the card catalog from home and request titles.
They can access electronic resources remotely from their home
computer or other electronic device. Use a subscription database, download an audio book, join an online book club, or
talk to an online tutor between 2 p.m. and 10 p.m. without
even going into the library.

Libraries offer evening and weekend programs for children and families to enjoy as well. Visit the Sarasota
County Libraries website at www.sclibs.net to see all of the
resources available as well as the program calendar. If you
would like to subscribe to the weekly email newsletter from
Elsie Quirk Library send a request to: cwalton@scgov.net,
and write “subscribe” in the subject line.
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Travel to Guernsey, A Book Group Reader’s Delight
A BOOK REVIEW
BY CHRISTINE KOURAPIS

On December 16th members of The
Elsie Quirk Library Book Discussion
Group (see page 5) are scheduled to
discuss The Guernsey Literary and Potato
Peel Pie Society, a novel by Mary Ann
Shaffer and Annie Barrows. The book
is set on the island of Guernsey during
the German Occupation. It describes
a society of islanders, mostly farmers,
who, under siege, attempt to survive
by keeping their wits about them.
Who were they? Why would they
band together to form a book group
during the war when most had never
before read anything but seed catalogues? What exactly is potato peel
pie? Why do the authors choose to
reveal their story through a series of
letters from colorful Channel Islanders
to writer, Juliet Ashton or her letters
to publishers and friends in England?
Juliet Ashton, a light-hearted journalist, made people laugh during
wartime by writing a series of articles
entitled Izzy Bickerstaff Goes to War.
Sales figures from London and the
Home Counties were excellent, and
Juliet completed a successful book tour

after the war.
However, after
suffering a spell
of “writers block”
and a whirlwind
romance with the
debonair Mark
Reynolds, she
decided to satisfy
her curiosity
about Guernsey
and write about
their unusual
“potato peel pie” literary society. She
had learned about the group from
Dawsey Adams, a Guernsey native, who
had bought a used book, the Selected
Essays of Elia, that Juliet had sold after
discovering that she already had a copy
and needed shelf-room. Dawsey wished
to find more books by Charles Lamb and
wrote to Juliet whose name and address
were written inside the front cover.
While visiting Guernsey, Juliet met
Islanders who had been isolated for five
years during the war and were eager to
learn about the outside world. Guernsey,
located closer to France than to England,
had provided a perfect location for
German soldiers to regroup and feed
their troops. They confiscated all the
island’s livestock and vegetable gardens

“GREAT DECISIONS”

and imposed curfews. It was during that
period that the literary society came
about rather by chance when Elizabeth,
a young, well educated woman and not
a native born islander, lied about losing
track of time during a book discussion
of the Guernsey Literary Society. She
lied in order to explain why members
of their small group were out and about
after curfew. The truth was that they
had been feasting on a hidden pig, a
most egregious offense. The impressed
German soldiers, to the Islanders surprise, let them go home with only a
warning.
Mary Ann Shaffer, the author of The
Guernsey Literary and Potato Peel Pie
Society, passed away before her first
novel was completed. Her niece, Annie
Barrows, made some suggested revisions, and after publication, the book
became an overnight success. People
who prefer historical fiction will enjoy
reading about the eccentric, strongwilled Guernsey islanders who survived
years of deprivation. A favorite of book
groups, this book is anything but
depressing. According to Annie Barrows:
“readers often remark that the book was
quirky, unlike anything else, charming,
vivid, witty… In other words, it was like
Mary Ann herself.”

Giant Card Sent to Sarasota County
Commissioner Shannon Staub

2011 Topic Discussions

• Rebuilding Haiti
• U.S. National Security
• Horn of Africa
• Responding to the Financial Crisis
• Germany Ascendant
• Sanctions and Nonproliferation
• The Caucasus
• Global Governance

The Great Decisions Discussion Group will continue to meet on Monday mornings in the upstairs
meeting room, beginning at 10:15 a.m. to noon.
For more information about the 2011 Great
Decisions Discussion Group, handbooks, or schedules, contact: Tom Swepson at 474-2214 or sukiandtom@comcast.net.
A complete schedule of dates, speakers and topics
will be posted at the library in December.

A giant 24 x 32 inch card was presented to Sarasota
Commissioner Staub at her farewell party. The cover read:
“Shannon’s Story, and the back read: “The Beginning”.
Inside, individuals wrote messages of thanks in cards from
Library System Staff, Friends’ Members, and Advisory Board
Members.
The Elsie Quirk Friends wrote: “The Friends of Elsie Quirk
Library thank you for your continued support. As our way
of showing our appreciation, you are now an honorable
Lifetime Member of the Friends of Elsie Quirk Library. We
look forward to your visits to our newly renovated library
as you enjoy your retirement. All our best wishes.”
Shannon was delighted and enjoyed reading her cards.
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The Great Books Group
Meets the first Thursday of the month at 10:15 a.m., November - April at Elsie Quirk Library. A copy of the book Citizens
of the World: Readings in Human Rights, published by The Great Books Foundation is available in the Reference Section.
DATE
Dec. 2, 2010

READING
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA V. SUSAN B. ANTHONY
HORTENSIA’S PROTEST

AUTHOR
-Appian of Alexandria

Jan. 6, 2011

MAGNA CARTA
ENGLISH BILL OF RIGHTS

---

Feb. 3, 2011

DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE
DECLARATION OF THE RIGHTS OF MAN AND OF THE CITIZEN

---

Mar. 3, 2011

SECOND TREATISE OF GOVERNMENT
THE SOCIAL CONTRACT

John Locke
Jean Jacques Rousseau

Apr. 7, 2011

HOW TO KEEP A SLAVE
LETTER XLVII
SLAVERY ON THE HENEQUEN
PLANTATIONS OF THE YUCATAN

Cato the Elder
Seneca the Younger
-Channing Arnold & Frederick F. Tabor Frost

The Book Discussion Group
Meets the third Thursday of the month at 10:15 a.m., November - April at Elsie Quirk Library.
BOOK
AUTHOR

DATE
Dec. 16, 2010

THE GUERNSEY LITERARY AND POTATO PEEL PIE SOCIETY

Mary Ann Shaffer & Annie Barrows

Jan. 20, 2011

THE BOOK THIEF

Markus Zusak

Feb. 17, 2011

PERSEPOLIS (A GRAPHIC NOVEL)*

Marjane Satrapi

Mar. 17, 2011

EVERY MAN DIES ALONE*

Hans Fallada

Apr. 21, 2011

OUT STEALING HORSES

Per Petterson

* The Friends of Elsie Quirk library will provide 10 copies of these books marked with an asterisk to be read for the discussion
and then catalogued as a Book Group Bag for the Sarasota County Library System.

The Short Story Group
Meets the second Thursday of the month at 10:15 a.m., November - April at Elsie Quirk Library. Copies will be available at cost.
DATE
TITLE
AUTHOR
PAGE
Dec. 9, 2010
OLIVE KITTERIDGE: “PHARMACY”
Elizabeth Strout
3-29
OLIVE KITTERIDGE: “TULIPS”
Elizabeth Strout
140-162
Jan. 13, 2011

OLIVE KITTERIDGE: “SECURITY”
OLIVE KITTERIDGE: “RIVER”

Elizabeth Strout
Elizabeth Strout

200-232
251-270

Feb. 10, 2011

“THE YOUNG PAINTER”
“TINY, SMILING DADDY”
“ARABY”
“THE JILTING OF GRANDMA WEATHERALL”

Nicole Krauss
Mary Gaitskill
James Joyce
Katherine Ann Porter

559-568
762-766
1211-1217

“TWO KINDS”
“THE LONE RANGER AND TONTO FISTFIGHT
IN HEAVEN”

Amy Tan
Sherman Alexie

1278-1286
14-19

Mar. 10, 2011
Apr. 14, 2011

Readers may either purchase the short stories in a book entitled Olive Kitteridge by Elizabeth Strout or
check out a copy from the library. Copies of subsequent stories will be available at cost.
For more information please contact Joann Ford at 267-261-5814 or e-mail her at: johnandjoannford@hotmail.com.
Participants are encouraged to read the selections before attending. All three Book Groups are sponsored by
the Friends of the Elsie Quirk Library. For more information contact the Elsie Quirk Library 941-861-1200.

PLAN TO ATTEND THE ANNUAL LEMON BAY FEST,
A CELEBRATION OF ENGLEWOOD HISTORY, FEBRUARY 5TH TO 12TH, 2011!
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Ecology of Commerce: A Declaration of Sustainability
REPORT BY VICTOR LORAND,
INFORMATION SERVICES
by Paul Hawken @1993, a summary report by
Victor Lorand.

The system of capitalism and its large
corporations is in trouble.
This is easy to say from
the perspective of 2010,
the current economic
crisis, and the recent BP
Gulf of Mexico Oil spill.
Hawken published Ecology
of Commerce in 1993, and
it has become a classic
work on sustainability and its relation to
the economy. His positive message at its
simplest is:
1. End waste
2. Shift to renewable power
3. Create accountability and feedback
Companies have continued to think in
terms of wasted time, or resources, or of
having too much inventory (wasted
warehouse space). But there is also builtin waste – as in built-in obsolescence.
Consumers are subsidizing companies
that do not take responsibility for their
wasteful designs by paying for landfills
with tax money. And hazardous chemicals dumped into the environment are
more examples of waste. Packaging can
be made biodegradable or recyclable.
Vehicles can be manufactured that don’t
pollute and can be made of recyclable
materials.
Capitalism has performed well as a system for corporations. It was not expected

that companies would become so big as
to dwarf some countries and impose their
political will. Described ecologically, corporations are like weeds. They suck up
resources and spill waste/pollutants into
the environment. The major resource of
the past 50 years that literally fueled the
economic boom is, of course, oil.
By burning so much carbon, excess
CO2 has formed which has produced
carbonic acid – acid rain. Since Ecology
of Commerce was published, acid rain has
reduced the acidity of the ocean from a
pH of 8.2 to 8.1. If it reaches 7.8, shellfish will no longer be able to make
shells.
Business believes that if it does not
continue to grow and instead cuts back
and retreats, it will destroy itself.
Ecologists believe that if business continues its unabated expansion it will
destroy the world around it.” Since
Ecology of Commerce was published, the
Arctic ice has nearly disappeared endangering the polar bear’s existence – only
the most visible creature in the far North
being threatened with extinction by
global warming.
Without a radical change away from
use of oil, coal (carbon) for power, and
nuclear power – equally unsustainable
with its need to store nuclear waste, the
amount of CO2 (carbon dioxide) in the
atmosphere will grow 2 p pm (part per
million) every year. In 2010 the world
average of CO2 is 392 p pm. It is estimated that when atmospheric CO2 reaches
450-500 p pm, the coral reefs will begin

Our New Automated Book Return System

to dissolve.
“We confuse our rate and ability to
consume with the capacity of living systems to provide for those wants.” Today
it is clear that the capacity of the great
fisheries of the world’s oceans have been
over-fished and exceeded by human fishing fleets. All the main species of fish for
market are in decline.
We may have already surpassed the
point at which we can support the
world’s population using present standards of production and consumption.
That disturbing possibility should impel
us to seek, as sensibly and quickly as possible, an integration of our wants and
needs as expressed and served by commerce, with the capacity of the earth,
water, forests, and fields to meet them.
Thus, this book proposes three
approaches, all guided by the example of
nature. The first is to obey the wasteequals-food principle and entirely eliminate waste from our industrial production. The second principle is to change
from an economy based on carbon to
one based on hydrogen and sunshine.
Third, we must create systems of feedback and accountability that support and
strengthen restorative behavior. All three
recommendations have a single purpose:
to reduce substantially the impact that
each of us has upon our environment.
We have to be able to imagine a life
where having less is truly more satisfying, more interesting, and of course,
more secure.

Halloween “Safewalk”

It takes up more space than they imagined it would,
but the staff at the Elsie Quirk Library is quite pleased
with the big conveyor belt in their midst.
The new automated materials handling system sorts
out returned books all by itself. Patrons slide a book
into the book drop and the conveyor belt starts automatically. Then a scanner determines what category
the book belongs in and sends it to one of five bins.
New exterior drive-up book return

A returned book makes
its way into the Elsie
Quirk’s interior.

The temporary drive-up book return that was
positioned outside our library was sent to the next
Sarasota County Library getting an automated checkin system. A new exterior book return replaces the
temporary book return, and it talks! The new book
return is connected to our automated return system
and actually checks in materials as soon as they are
returned.

Past Friends' President, Jim Snelgrove
(disguised as the Lone Ranger) and
Library Manager, Jennifer Perry (angel)
passed out candy to thousands of Trick
or Treaters at the Friends' table during
the annual Halloween Safewalk on
Dearborn Street.
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Upcoming Programs Sponsored by the Friends of the Elsie Quirk Library
Movies: If you would like a
description of these films or to
see other programs available at
all 8 Sarasota libraries, go to
onebooksarasota.com
(the One Book website) and click on “Events.”
• 1/03/11 5:00-7:00 How one group of kids
were torn apart during Nazi rule.
• 1/07/11 5:00-7:00 A young boy in Poland
during WWII meets a young boy across a high
fence, and a surprising friendship develops.
• 1/24/11 5:00-7:00 A group of citizens evacuate
Lipizzan stallions threatened by devastating
bombing raids in Nazi occupied Vienna.
• 1/31/11 5:00-7:00 Christian families band
together to thwart the arrest of Jews by Nazi
officers in Denmark.
Programs by Baila Miller: A discussion on
Pablo Picasso
• 1/13/11 Part One
• 2/22/11 Part Two
Last year Baila Miller presented a
program about Louis Comfort
Tiffany that was well received.
She develops, presents, and sells
a series of lectures and programs to local
libraries, educational centers and senior living

facilities and is well known to Sarasota
and Charlotte County audiences.
Wisdom of History Programs:
A Series of University
Lectures on DVD’s
Tom Swepston, who is well known as
a leader for the Great Decisions
Discussion Group, will introduce the
program. Each lecture is 90 minutes
long. The two history DVD’s will be
shown for the first session followed by
a 30 minute discussion.
Titles include: • Why we study history, • WWI and the lessons of history,
• Hitler’s rise, • WWII, • Is Freedom a
Universal Value? • Birth of Civilization
in the Middle East, • The Trojan War
and the Middle East, • Ancient Israel
and the Middle East, • Ancient Greece
and the Middle East, • Athenian
Democracy and Empire, • The destiny
of the Athenian Democracy,
• Alexander the Great and the Middle

East, • The Roman Republic as a superpower, • Rome of the Caesars, • Rome
and the Middle East, • Why the Roman
Empire fell, • Christianity, • Islam,
• The Ottoman Empire and Turkey,
• The Spanish Empire and Latin
America, • Napoleon’s Liberal Empire,
• The British Empire in India, • Russia
and Empire, • China and Empire,
• The empire of Genghis Khan,
• Britain’s legacy of freedom, • George
Washington as a statesman, • Thomas
Jefferson, • America’s empire of libertyLewis and Clark, • America and slavery,
• Abraham Lincoln as statesman,
• The US and empire, • FDR as a statesman, • A superpower at the crossroads,
• The wisdom of history and the citizen, • The wisdom of history and you.
Dates:
1/7/11, 1/14/11, 1/21/11, 1/28/11,
2/04/11, 2/11/11, 2/18/11, 2/25/11,
3/04/11, 3/11/11, 3/18/11, 3/25/11,
4/01/11
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Season’s Greetings!
“One Book, One Community”
Read with your neighbors. “One Book, One
Community” is an annual event for Sarasota County
Libraries. Join us in promoting literacy and the love of
reading by talking about books with friends, family,
neighbors, and co-workers. The selection this year is
Markus Zusak’s: The Book Thief.
It is the moving tale of a foster child in Nazi Germany
who starts out illiterate and ends up learning that reading books can nurture her soul and the souls of those she encounters. To
hear an excerpt go to www.onebooksarasota.com.
Join us at Elsie Quirk Library in the upstairs meeting room on January
20th at 10:15 (see page 5) when we discuss The Book Thief. You will be
amazed how talking about books adds richness and depth to the reading
experience. A “Steal This Book” campaign encourages book thieves.
150 copies of The Book Thief have been distributed in public places for
people to take, read, comment on, and then leave for someone else to
pick up. If you don’t find a copy, you can always check out a copy at the
Elsie Quirk Library.

View our newsletter in full color at www.sclibs.net
1. When the home page comes 2. Click on “Elsie Quirk”.
up, click on “Friends” in
3. Under Current Newsletter click on “EQ
the upper right corner.

Friends Newsletter”. Read, and/or print!
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“Books are the compasses and telescopes, the sextants and charts which
others have prepared to help us navigate
the dangerous seas of human life.”
– Jesse Lee Bennett

